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Welcome to the July 2004 Edition of GPCCNews.

Interstate Cooperation - learn how this concept could help ignite new economic growth within

Greater Philadelphia. Click on In Focus to read an excerpt from the GPCC CEO Council for Growth

report. 

Click on In The Know to get the latest details about Select Greater Philadelphia. Also find out

how to get your colleagues and employees to volunteer for the Arts. Looking for investors? Check

out the Greater Philadelphia Venture Group's Annual Report and find out where $1.1B in new

investment lies.

In The Community features Battleship New Jersey as our Non-Profit Member of the Month. In the

Corporate Cares section, view a flash gallery of the city's fine community landscape as we join

the Mural Arts Program in celebrating 20 years of creativity. Also, learn about Comcast's

generous community initiatives.

To find out who recently joined the Chamber, click on New Members. And, get the latest update

on the Chamber's public policy activities and initiatives in the Executive Summary. 

Note: Let us know what you're reading. Using the navigation tabs at the top of your screen instead of the

back button lets us know what you’re reading, so we can ultimately give you more of what you want.

http://www.philachamber.com
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Advertise! Build more exposure for your company and drive hits to your website. Purchase ad space in the

NEW! Chamber Flash Box for month long exposure to GPCC News subscribers and website visitors. You can

potentially reach the 2,000 web visitors that link to this newsletter each month as well as the full Chamber

subscription list.

*Now available! Website Ads. Special discounts on multiple month & combination pages. Call 215-790-3665

for more details.

Submit an article! Do you have an interesting perspective from which to approach a new or well-known

business issue? Can you shed light on a controversial topic relating to your industry? Would you like to give

your fellow Chamber members a business tip that can save or earn them extra time and money? Submit an

article to be published in this newsletter to enhance your recognition and influence potential or existing

clients. 

Community Profiles. We would like to feature your community enrichment programs. Please tell us about a

community initiative with which your company is involved, and we may highlight your company’s contributions

as a philanthropic leader. Email bkahora@philachamber.com for details.

Host, Boast & Post! Promote a company achievement, event or sale at absolutely no cost to you. Just click on

the Bulletin Board & Member Discounts link on the Chamber’s website, enter your email address, company

code* and post immediately!!!

*If you do not have your company code but are registered in our system, your code will be emailed to you. If

your email address is not registered, contact ptoner@philachamber.com.
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Tax Reform Efforts Suffer Setback

After months of intense advocacy efforts, efforts to enact meaningful tax reform in Philadelphia

suffered a major setback as the city's FY05 budget was passed into law. Based on the

recommendations of the Philadelphia Tax Reform Commission, the Chamber and pro-reform

members of City Council had hoped for up to $340 million in additional tax relief for those

working and living in the city.

Given Philadelphia 's difficult financial position, we scaled back our initial expectations and

supported a new Council budget proposal and two tax reform bills that would have provided an

added $160 million in tax reductions. On July 1, Mayor John Street approved the budget and a tax

reform bill that cut the wage tax by an additional $50 million, but vetoed a bill that would have

cut the business privilege tax by $110 million and begun a 10-year phase-out of that tax.

While the Chamber is pleased there will be deeper cuts in the onerous wage tax, we are

disappointed at the lost opportunity to enact meaningful tax reform that would help spur job

creation and make Philadelphia more competitive. We are encouraging our members to express

their disappointment as well to members who voted against tax reform: Jannie Blackwell,

Blondell Reynolds-Brown, Darrell Clarke, Rick Mariano, Donna Reed Miller, and Juan Ramos.

We are encouraged that there are staunch advocates in City Council who have pledged to

continue to work toward meaningful tax reform. The Chamber will continue to align itself with

those Council members, as well as maintain dialogue with the Street administration until real tax

reform becomes a reality.

More positive news comes out of Harrisburg . At press time, the State Senate had approved a bill

to legalize limited gaming in Pennsylvania . The State House was expected to also approve the

measure and Governor Ed Rendell has indicated that he would sign gaming legislation. Revenues

raised from gaming could result in state-wide property tax cuts, a half-point reduction in the

Philadelphia wage tax, and could fund the expansion of the Pennsylvania Convention Center.

<< Back
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Journey-to-Regional Competitiveness

Excerpt from GPCC CEO Council for Growth economic analysis.

This past April, the CEO Council for Growth of the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce

(Council) revealed the results of a study it commissioned to explore how commuting patterns of

workers in the Greater Philadelphia tri-state region of southeastern Pennsylvania , southern New

Jersey and northern Delaware impact regional interconnectedness. The study tested a Council

hypothesis that the region has long been operating as an integrated area, which in theory should

drive regional cooperation rather than competition. The study was intended to gauge the basic

economic impact of people traveling to work across county lines and the value of wage flows.

Supporting the Council's efforts to establish benchmarks for its growth agenda, this study's

findings have potential to spur a tri-state cooperative plan that would ensure a thriving regional

economy by 2010. 

“This study provides valuable insight into how connected Southeastern Pennsylvania , Southern

New Jersey and Northern Delaware really are,” said Thomas A. Caramanico, chair of the Regional

Competitiveness and Benchmarking Working Group of the CEO Council. “When you view the data,

it is very clear that the region is economically integrated and counties and municipalities have

been economically interdependent for at least a decade. This interdependence needs a support

structure and a strategic plan to capture the potential inherent in our asset-rich region. We need

a focused and coordinated approach to steady growth.”

Key Findings 

1. Interstate and intercounty commutes represent significant shares of

journey-to-work activity in the region, illustrating the connection between

jurisdictional boundaries such as counties and states.

Interstate share of combined journey-to-work activity was about 8 percent, or

210.8 thousand daily business commutes in 2000. 

Intercounty share of combined journey-to-work activity was about 32 percent, or

817.7 thousand daily business commutes in 2000. 

Intercounty commutes increased 6 percent over the decade, while interstate

http://www.philachamber.com
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activity was up 2 percent. This is in line with slow regional employment over the

decade. 

Over the decade, commuting activity to and from Delaware increased, while

activity between Pennsylvania and New Jersey declined.

2. Over the decade, there was evidence of convergence, with respect to average

wages across counties. 

In general, the average wage grew more rapidly for counties that began from a

lower base in 1990. Conversely, counties with high average wages in 1990,

showed slower growth. 

This is evidence of “backfilling,” where less densely populated, lower wage (i.e.,

rural) portions of the region attracted more development for a number of

reasons.

3. Interstate and intercounty wage flows within and across the 11-county region

are substantial. 

Total wages for commuters within the 11-county region were over $100 billion in

2000. 

Interstate wages (a component of intercounty wages) were $8.3 billion, and

intercounty wages were $32.5 billion in 2000. 

By comparison, a recent study published by the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago,

estimates 1999 gross metropolitan product (GMP) for the

Philadelphia-Wilmington-Atlantic City, PA-NJ-DE-MD metropolitan statistical area

as $193 billion. While the regions are not identical, they share similarities—the

point is that interstate and intercounty flows are significant contributors to

regional output.

Intercounty wage flows grew 21.5 percent over the decade, compared with 15

percent wage growth for all intraregional flows. 

“The value of the Journey-to-Work analysis is that it confirms the relevance, impact and

opportunity for regional cooperation as vital to business growth,” said Karen J. Hanson, Ph.D.,

senior vice president for Regional Growth Strategies, Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce.

“The fact is that we are interdependent and already have a stake in each other, so our real path

to success is to embrace our mutual interdependence.”

“The places across the country that are winning the business growth and attraction game are

those that view themselves as larger metropolitan regions with all of the interested parties

pulling together to achieve a common goal of prosperity,” said Mark S. Schweiker, president and

CEO of the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce. “It's not likely that one specific

municipality can offer a company and all its employees a full host of resources and lifestyle

choices. But when we piece the picture together with the plethora of options and assets available

across our entire region, we will become extremely competitive.”

The Journey-to-Work Economic Analysis was commissioned by the Regional Competitiveness and

Benchmarking Working Group of the CEO Council for Growth, under the auspices of the Greater
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Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce and conducted by the research firm of KLIOS, Inc.

Testa, William, Thomas Klier and Alexei Zelenev, “Estimating U.S. metropolitan area export and

import competition,” Economic Perspectives ; 4 th Quarter 2003. pp. 13-27.
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Business Volunteers for the Arts

Sharpen your pencils and dust off your planners! Summer is a great time to assess your skills

and consider opportunities for executive training.

Consider Business Volunteers for the Arts® ( BVA) to develop your management and leadership

skills or become a more effective consultant. Mid- to upper-level business executives are

encouraged to submit applications to participate in the fall training session of BVA, a program

that operates in 15 cities nationwide and brought to you locally by the Arts & Business Council of

Greater Philadelphia.

Training

While training with other executives who share a love for the arts, you'll learn about the region's

dynamic arts and cultural community, their myriad operational challenges, and the key role the

cultural sector plays in developing our region.

Unique Matchmaking 

After training you'll be matched with an arts and cultural organization close to your work or

home – a museum, theatre, or even at a historical garden – and consult on management issues

of your specialty (strategic planning, finance/accounting, human resources, marketing, public

relations, or special events planning).

Leadership Development 

Exercise and cultivate your management skills in a creative, challenging, nonprofit environment.

You'll become a more adept and persuasive leader and help an arts organization meet its

operational challenges while expanding your professional networks.

Apply this Summer!

Submit your BVA application or contact Stuart Adair at 215.790.3621 for more information.

Deadline for applications is Friday, July 30. Class size is limited, so apply soon. Fall training

session is Saturday, October 16.

So, whether you are a younger manager taking early steps towards leadership or a seasoned

senior executive who wants to sharpen your skills, BVA can give you the training, knowledge, and

http://www.philachamber.com
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insights you need to lead.

Business Volunteers for the Arts is sponsored by Mercer Human Resource Consulting.

www.mercerhr.com. 
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Greater Philadelphia : $1.1B On hand for New Investment

Greater Philadelphia Venture Group annual report details regional strengths that drive the creation

of new businesses and increased economic activity

The Greater Philadelphia Venture Group has issued its 2004, The State of the Venture

Community. The report provides a compelling picture of the strengths of the Greater Philadelphia

region and what is termed the Philadelphia Effect, in which new business ideas are combined

with the region's world class base of management talent, technological expertise, capital and

educational resources to catalyze robust economic growth.

In addition, the report highlights improvement in several key areas of venture capital during 2003,

which should lead to a surge of investment in the region. These include an improved ability to

raise capital, higher-quality deal flow, and increased access to exit opportunities. As these

factors endure, the region is poised for continued economic growth.

The vitality of the Philadelphia region is highlighted by the fact that six new area venture capital

funds were raised in 2003, resulting in an aggregate of nearly $500 million in new capital. Existing

firms also raised an additional $600 million. In total, this represents $1.1 billion of new

investment capital ready for deployment in the region. In addition, the

PricewatehouseCoopers/Thomson Venture Economics/National Venture Capital Association

MoneyTree Survey reported 77 deals completed in Greater Philadelphia in 2003, representing $555

million of investment capital, a 10% increase from $505 million in 2002. These figures, combined

with increased M&A activity and IPO discussions, signal the restoration of a healthy investment

climate within the Greater Philadelphia venture community.

The ability of the region to spawn dynamic new companies is evidenced by six regional

venture-backed companies that were highlighted in this year's annual report. Auxilium

Pharmaceuticals, Inc., of Norristown , PA ; Aviom, Inc., of West Chester , PA ; Ecount, of

Conshohocken , PA ; Fiberlink Communications Corporation, of Blue Bell, PA; Heartland Payment

Systems, Inc., of Princeton , NJ ; and Immunicon Corporation, of Huntingdon Valley , PA raised a

combined $314.6 million over the last 10 years. These emerging growth companies represent the

region's most vibrant economic drivers, generating employment opportunities, increasing the tax

http://www.philachamber.com
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base and spurring additional economic benefits for the region.

“Philadelphia is at the center of a broad economic boom in the Mid-Atlantic and provides a

thriving home in which to build companies with new talent, technologies, intellectual property,

and management expertise,” says Glenn Rieger, outgoing Chairman of GPVG. “The 2004 GPVG

Annual Report spells out in compelling detail the confluence of factors that enabled the

Philadelphia Effect to drive economic growth over the past year.”

The Greater Philadelphia Venture Group (GPVG), whose members have $29.7 billion under

management, serves the Greater Philadelphia Region and is an affiliate of the Greater Philadelphia

Chamber of Commerce.

For more information about the Greater Philadelphia Venture Group or to obtain a copy of their

2004 State of the Venture Community Annual Report, please visit www.gpvg.com or call 

215-790-3800. For media inquiries, please contact Kristy Lash at 610-642-8253 or

kristy@gregoryfca.com . 
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Select Greater Philadelphia : Mining New Opportunities

Select Greater Philadelphia (Select), an affiliate of the GPCC was created to market the region in

order to attract new businesses here, has hit the ground running in its efforts to grow our

regional economy. Already, Select is chasing several leads of companies that are considering

opening operations here, including a couple in the much sought-after biotech industry cluster.

Select is going about the critical work of lead generation in an aggressive and strategic fashion

that includes the following steps:

Employing a sophisticated and integrated communications plan. Select's mission is to

market the region nationally and globally in order to establish Greater Philadelphia

(defined as 11 counties across Southeastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and

Northern Delaware) as a top-tier place to do business. This has already generated

attention in the site selection community.

Participating in key trade shows for targeted industry clusters. As part of this effort,

Select has been at key industry trade shows including CoreNet (for commercial real

estate executives), BIO 2004 (for the biotech/life sciences industries) and the

Nanotechnology Conference that was held in Philadelphia this Spring.

Proactive outreach to site selectors and corporate relocation executives. The Select 

business development team is building relationships and raising the awareness of all that

this region has to offer. 

A strategic approach to what the region needs to grow. The focus is directed at creating

key industry clusters. Clusters that offer opportunity for creating a significant number of

sustainable high wage jobs – industries such as healthcare, biotechnology, life sciences

and financial services.

The process of bringing new companies to Greater Philadelphia will take time – corporate

location decisions take months, not days. However, Select has dived in to this effort and is

working vigorously to ensure that we are successful.

http://www.philachamber.com
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Time To Get…On The Move

On the Move: A Chamber fundraising campaign that utilizes over 300 volunteers from more

than 30 corporate teams working in conjunction with the Chamber staff to raise additional

revenue. The resources and revenue raised through this campaign increase the membership base,

add new programs and services, enhance existing programs and strengthen the Chamber's

commitment to the improvement of the region's business climate as Pennsylvania 's largest

business organization. 

Team recruitment is underway. If you would like to organize a team from your company, we

invite you to join us in this very unique experience.

Benefits of volunteering include: 

Exclusive, high-level networking with Top Executives from the Region

Increased visibility within your own organization 

Enhanced exposure for your Company 

Cash Incentives and Door Prizes 

Chance to participate in a fun business-community activity 

Opportunity to earn a Trip to a Tropical Destination 

Last year we raised $2,167,000, exceeding the $1.5 million goal by over half a million dollars.

On The Move

Kick Off- Winter 2005

To learn how you or your company can get On The Move, contact Tracy Foster at 215-790-3688,

or email tfoster@philachamber.com. 

Stay tuned for latest developments through this newsletter or by visiting the GPCC website at

www.philachamber.com.

Special Thanks to last year's On The Move Chair & Corporate Sponsors:

NovaCare Rehabilitation: Edward R. Miersch, President 2003 OTM Chairman

http://www.philachamber.com
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Comcast-Specatcor, Commerce Bank, Independence Blue Cross, Marsh USA, PECO Energy, PNC

Bank, Sovereign Bank, Stradley Ronon, LLP, ESM Productions, NovaCare Rehabilitation. 
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Battleship New Jersey

When you first witness the Battleship New Jersey, located at the Camden Waterfront, you are

amazed at its sheer size. Nearly three football fields long and over 11 stories high, the Battleship

New Jersey was the longest battleship ever built. Built in the Philadelphia Naval Yard and

launched on Dec. 7, 1942 , you will find it difficult to believe that this ship is over 60-years old.

The ship has had many upgrades over the years, including the installation of Tomahawk and

Harpoons missile launchers.

Open seven days a week from 9 am to 5 pm in the summer, the Battleship offers guests

several tour opportunities. Your company can enjoy a unique social outing with a special event or

tour of the Battleship. It is truly a unique venue for a meeting, conference, social outing, etc.

Our professional caterers and staff can create an exceptional event that your guests will never

forget. 

Families and youth groups can even spend the night on the Battleship in the overnight

Encampment program. Tour the ship, received dinner and breakfast from the Chowline, ride the

new 4D Simulator and sleep where the crew of the USS New Jersey once did!

In addition to its draw as a venue for events, marketing opportunities exist for partners looking

to reach a targeted, high volume audience. In addition to its event-goers, the Battleship attracted

more than 200,000 visitors over a 12-month period. The diverse nature of The Battleship's

marketing campaign and ship offers sponsors limitless opportunities to generate sales, drive

traffic, reach customers and provide good positive press. The Battleship's sponsorship programs

are powerful and effective.

For more information on how you can use the power of the Battleship to power your brand, call

856-966-1652, ext. 144. 
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Philadelphia , Mural Capital of the USA 

Did you know that Philadelphia has more murals than any other city in the USA ? Since 1984, the

Mural Arts Program (MAP) has created over 2,400 murals throughout the City, making

Philadelphia a leader in this innovative approach to neighborhood transformation through public

art. Now entering its 20 th Anniversary year, MAP will kick off the year-long celebration this

October with Mural Arts Month, featuring 30 days of community events and volunteer

opportunities for families and businesses alike.

Mural Arts Program is proud to announce this official certification as an Educational

Improvement Organization, through Pennsylvania 's EITC program. Youth are central to MAP's

community approach. Every year, over 1,000 young people participate in mural-making programs,

meeting three days a week over the school year and five days a week over the summer to

design and paint community murals.

If you are not an artist or simply interested in learning more about Philadelphia 's unique outdoor

art gallery, hop aboard a Mural Tour at the Independence Visitor's Center to hear the rich stories

behind the walls. Tours leave every Saturday morning for a different neighborhood in the city. On

the web, visit the Mural Gallery at www.muralarts.org, or the MuralBase at

http://cml.upenn.edu/murals.

For more information or to get involved, call 215-685-0759. 
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Comcast Connecting Arts and Technology

For the past several years, The Comcast Foundation has been the lead corporate supporter of

The Technology Connectors™ program of the Arts & Business Council of Greater Philadelphia , a

nonprofit organization that creates business-arts partnerships. The Technology Connectors

provides software training, strategic technology planning, and technology project support (at little

or no cost) to the region's 700+ arts and cultural organizations.

“Partnering with The Technology Connectors is a natural fit for Comcast as the program really

reflects two of our corporate values – promoting volunteerism and utilizing the power of

technology,” said Diane Tuppeny-Hess, vice president and executive director, The Comcast

Foundation. “The Arts & Business Council has done a tremendous job of engaging corporate

technology professionals to share their time and expertise to ensure area arts organizations

continue to benefit from advances in technology.”

The Comcast Foundation was founded by Comcast Corporation in June 1999 and is the company's

chief source of charitable support to qualified non-profit organizations. The Foundation primarily

invests in programs that work to create a positive, sustainable impact within our communities in

the areas of volunteerism; literacy, reading and learning; and youth leadership development. More

information about The Foundation and its programs is available at

www.comcast.com/community . 
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Simply Inspirational

The Philadelphia Coca-Cola Bottling Company and The School District of Philadelphia are

partnering this summer with lemonade stands to raise money for Alex's Lemonade Stand.

 

Alexandra "Alex" Scott is the 8 year old founder of Alex's Lemonade Stand For Pediatric Cancer

Research. Two days before her first birthday she was diagnosed with neuroblastoma, an

aggressive childhood cancer. Since that time Alex has continually fought her cancer, with doctors

and researchers still trying to achieve a cure. At the age of four, Alex decided to do something to

make that cure more likely. She opened her first lemonade stand in July of 2000 with the idea of

donating the proceeds to "her hospital." Each year since, Alex has held an annual lemonade stand

in her front yard. As word has spread, donations have poured in from around the world, and she

has raised over $200,000 for pediatric cancer. 

For more information contact Meghan McKeon Morino at 215.299.7295
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Please join us in welcoming our New Members to the Chamber. New Members mean new

contacts, new member 2 member discounts, and possible new business. Be sure to check out

who joined this month* and every month and help support your fellow members.

Check out who joined this month!

A Taste of Portugal

Apyx, Inc.

BioRexis Pharmaceutical Corp.

Breslin Computer Repair & Consulting

CheckPoint Systems, Inc.

CN8

codeMantra, LLC

Cowart Awards, Inc.

Delaware Valley Financial Group

Deluxe Building Systems

Fasy Seaways, Inc.

Isle of Capri Associates, LP

Italy-America Chamber of Commerce

Janssen Pharmaceutica

 Louis Romano Services

Martnet Communications LLC

Men's Wearhouse

PhilaTech, Inc.

Philly 1st Real Estate

Project Forward Leap

Rome Technology Ltd.

Royal Bay Mortgage, Inc.

Steve Spindler Cartography

The Partnership Community Development Corp. 

(CDC)

Theatre League of Philadelphia (Merriam 

Theater)

Tyco International

 
The Chamber has over 6,000 members representing every industry. Check out some of your

colleagues.

*Members are pulled on a monthly basis on the 15th of each month. If your company joined after

the 28th, you will be featured in next month’s issue.

**Featured members are selected by the GPCC News editorial staff.
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